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Milla Baldo Ceolin, la signora dei neutrini 
 



The high energy fronteer 

 The discovery of a Higgs boson at CERN/LHC will crown the 
successful Standard Model (SM) and will call for a verification 
of the Higgs boson couplings to the gauge bosons and to the 
fermions. 

 Neutrino masses and oscillations represent today a main 
experimental evidence of physics beyond the Standard Model. 

 Being the only elementary fermions whose basic properties 
are still largely unknown, neutrinos must naturally be one of 
the main priorities to complete our knowledge of the SM. 

 Albeit still unknown precisely, the incredible smallness of the 
neutrino rest masses, compared to those of other elementary 
fermions points to some specific scenario, awaiting to be 
elucidated. 

 The astrophysical importance of neutrinos is immense, so is 
their cosmic evolution. 
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The beginning of experimental neutrino physics 

 1956 - First observation of 
(anti)neutrinos by Cowan and 
Reines 

 1995 - Nobel Prize to Fred Reines 
 Source (reactor): 

 νe from β-decays of n-rich 
fission products 

235U:238U:239Pu:241Pu = 0.570: 
0.078: 0.0295: 0.057 

~ 200 MeV fission; ~ 6 ne each 
fission ~ 2 x 1020 ne/GWth-sec 
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 Detection (scintillator) : 

inverse β-decay: e + p → e+ + n 
observable rate and energy spectrum 

only disappearance experiments possible 

 



The electron neutrino and muon neutrino are different 

 1959.- G. Feinberg,. B. 
Pontecorvo,. M. Schwartz,  

 1962-.the BNL neutrino spark 
chamber experiment 

 1988: Nobel prize to Lederman, 
Schwartz and Steinberger 
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neutrinos at CERN 

 1963.-Higher Intensity neutrino beams were made possible 
at CERN by extracted proton beams and Van der Meer horn. 
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The Gargamelle Experiment at CERN  

 1973.-Discovery of Neutral Currents, confirming E-W theory 

  Muon-less event in Gargamelle. Neutrino beam enters from 
left, produces a lambda (on top), and a K+ (on bottom).  
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How many neutrino species in nature ?  
 Neutrino oscillations have established a picture consistent 

with the mixing of three physical neutrino ne, nµ and ne with the 
help of three mass eigenstates n1, n2 and n3. 

 Actual mass values are sofar unknown, but their two 
differences turn out to be relatively small. 

 The sum of the strengths of the coupling to all possible ν’s  
invisible states as observed from Zo decays has been measured 
and found very close to 3.  

 We may sofar conclude that the resulting number of neutrino 
species is 3, but only if neutrinos — in similarity to charged 
leptons — have unitary strengths. (Recall the Cabibbo angle !)  

 At present the experimentally measured three weak coupling 
strengths are rather poorly known, leaving lots of room for 
more exotic alternatives.  

 There may be today some evidence for the presence of a 
number of ν related anomalies to be confirmed experimentally.  



What are “sterile” neutrinos ? 

 Sterile neutrinos are a hypothetical type 
of neutrinos that do not interact via any 
of the fundamental interactions of the 
Standard Model except gravity. 

 The name was coined in 1957 by Bruno 
Pontecorvo, who hypothesized their 
existence in a seminal paper.  

 Since per se they would not interact 
electromagnetically, weakly, or strongly, 
they are extremely difficult to detect.   

 If they are heavy enough, they may also 
contribute to cold dark matter or warm 
dark matter.  
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Bruno Pontecorvo 

 Sterile neutrinos may mix with ordinary neutrinos via a mass 
term. Evidence may be building up from several experiments.  
 

 



Milla’s contributions in neutrino physics 

 The main field of her investigations changed to neutrino 
physics after the discovery of neutral currents in 1973. with 
an impressive  number of important experiments at CERN. In 
1976 Milla proposed an experiment at CERN (Aachen-Padua).  

 Her most original contributions which I shall discuss in detail 
have been based on two main activities: 

Searches for anomalous nmne oscillations in the high 
mass region (around 1 eV/c). The consequent technologies 
were also based on the comparison of the observation of ne 
events observed at two locations and different distances.  

Her active participation to the development of LAr  
technology with ICARUS, in order to extend the visual 
bubble chamber technology to the novel requirements of 
the neutrino physics (mass, continuous sensitivity, safety).   
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CERN accelerator neutrino programmes 
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Participations of Milla’s group (MBC) 

BEBC 



Earlier nmne oscillations at the PS 

 The first experiment has been CHARM (1983) and CDHS 
(1983) with a dual target (123m and 885m)  at the PS. 

  The Milla’s group performed a similar experiment (PS180) 
with a single target in BEBC with Ne/H2 filling.  
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CDHS+CHARM 

CDHS+CHARM 

BEBC 
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 PS180 (BEBC): 470 vm CC 
events and 4 ve, events, with 
an estimated background of 
3 ve CC events.   

 PS181 (CHARM): Dual 
detector with 36 and 120 ton 
of fine grain calorimeters, 
yielding a best limit for the 
mixing angle for Dm2 ~ 2 eV2 
and sin2(2q) < 0.04 (90% CL). 

 PS169 (CDHS): Dual detector 
with total of > 1300 ton. The 
most restrictive limit on the 
parameter sin2(2q) < 0.053 at 
Dm2 ~ 2.5 eV2  

PS180 

nmne  

The early results 

Today’s surviving 
sterile nm->ne area 



The LNSD Anomaly (some unexplained nm->ne events) 
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Can the anomalies indicate a more complicated picture? 

 Sterile neutrino models 

 3+2  next minimal extension 
to 3+1 models 

 2 independent Dm2 

 4 mixing parameters 

 1 Dirac CP phase allowing 
difference between 
neutrinos and antineutrinos 
 

CMB + LSS + ΛCDM 
Ns= 1.6 ± 0.9 
Hamann, 
Hannestad, Raffelt, 
Tamborra, 
Wong, PRL 105 
(2010) 181301 
 

Number of sterile neutrinos 

BBN:  
Ns= 0.64 ± 0.4 
Izotov, Thuan,  
ApJL 710 
(2010) L67 

 

Number of sterile neutrinos 

? 

From cosmology  
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The P311/I-216 saga 

 During 1999 the P-311 experiment was proposed to carry on at 
CERN a highly sensitive search for νμ − νe oscillation in the 
appearance mode and a decisive test of the LSND claim.  
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Far position at 885 m Near position at 127 m 

 Dual fine iron (2mm)-scintillator calorimeters of 476 t and 104 t 

 “The SPS-C recognises with interest the proposal of the short-
baseline experiment P311 in the region of the LSND result, 
complementary to the MiniBooNE proposal at FNAL”  

 “However, P311 would not be able to produce results before 
MiniBooNE. In view of the above, P311 is not recommended for 
approval”. 
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MiniBooNE experiment at FermiLab (1999-Today)  

 MiniBooNE looks for an excess of electron neutrino events in 
a predominantly muon neutrino beam 



Comparing LNSD and Miniboone (nm->ne events) 
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 MiniBooNE has claimed the 
direct presence of a LSND-
like anomaly in both the 
antineutrino and neutrino. The 
result is compelling with 
respect to the ordinary two-
neutrino fit, indicating an 
anomalous excess in ne 
production at L/En ≈ 1 MeV/m.  

 The reported effect is only 
broadly compatible (?) with 
the expectation of LNSD 
experiment, which, as well 
known, was originally dominant 
in the antineutrino channel.   

MiniBooNe 

Agreement ?? 
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 (A) Slight low energy disagreement between data(1) and sum(2) prediction,  

 (B) Scaling of misidentified nm events(3) by an allowed factor 1.26 ensures 
perfect agreement of data(4) and predictions(5) with no low mass excess 
(Giunti+Laveder).  

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(5) 

(4) 
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The MiniBooNE neutrino run 



Over-all evidence is mounting…. 
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Combined evidence 
≈ 3.8 s 

Combined evidence for some possible anomaly at ≈ 1 eV2:  
(3.8 + 3.8 + 2.7 + 3.0 + 2.0) S.D !  

Will any of these observations survive to a more complete analysis ? 



Sterile neutrinos ? 

Reactor driven disappearance anomaly ? 
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Dm2
21 ≈ 8 x 10-5 eV2  

Dm2
31 ≈ 2.4 x 10-3 eV2 
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The Gallium disappearance anomaly   

 SAGE and GALLEX experiments 
recorded the  calibration signal 
produced by intense artificial k-
capture sources of 51Cr  and  37Ar. 

 The averaged result of the ratio R 
between the source detected and 
predicted neutrino rates are 
consistent with each other, giving   
R = (0.86 ± 0.05), about 2.7 from  
R=1 

 These best fitted values may favour the existence of an 
undetected sterile neutrino with an evidence of 2.3 and a 
broad range of values centred around Dm2

new ≈ 2 eV2   and 
sin2(2qnew) ≈ 0.3. 
 



Milla’s initial contributions to Liquid Argon Imaging  
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M. Baldo-Ceolin et al., ICARUS I:  an optimized, real-time detector of solar neutrinos, 
Experiment proposal, LNF-89/005 (R), 10 Feb. 1989.  
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A new powerful visual detector: the LAr-TPC..... 

 

 

Gargamelle Bubble chamber 

LAr is a cheap liquid 
(≈1CHF/litre), vastly 
produced by industry 

Bubble diameter ≈ 3 mm 
(diffraction limited) 

ICARUS Electronic chamber 

“Bubble” size     
3 x 3 x 0.3 mm3 

T300 real event 
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Principle of Liquid Argon Imaging 

Time 

Drift direction 

•High density 

•Non-destructive readout 

•Continuously sensitive 

•Self-triggering 

•Very good scintillator: T0 

Density 1.4 g/cm3 
Radiation length 14 cm 
Interaction length 80 cm 
dE/dx(mip) = 2.1 MeV/cm 
T=88K  @ 1 bar 
We≈24 eV 
Wg≈20 eV 
Charge recombination (mip) 
@ E = 500 V/cm ≈ 40% 

Readout planes: Q UV Scintillation Light: L 

Edrift 

Continuous 
waveform recording  

Low noise Q-amplifier 



30 m3 LN2 Vessels 

N2 liquefiers: 12 units,      
48 kW total cryo-power 

N2 Phase separator 

ICARUS-T600 @LNGS 
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 Two identical modules (740 t LAr mass) 
 Liquid Ar active mass ≈ 476 t 

 1.5  m drift length,  E = 0.5 kV/cm. 

 4 TPC wire chambers (2 chambers per module)  

 3 readout wire planes/chamber, wires @ 0,±60°       

 ≈ 54000 wires, 3 mm pitch, 3 mm plane spacing 

 74 PMT for scintillation light: VUV sensitive ( TPB). 
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Stopping particles in nm CC CNGS events  

 Particle identification  based on 

 dE/dx dependence: 

 Reconstr.  3D track segments: dx 

 charge dep. on track segment: dE 

 

 

Run 9809 Event 651 

Track 

 

  1(p) 

  5(p) 

  7(p) 

  8(p) 

  9(p) 

10(p) 

11(p) 

Edep 
[MeV] 

185±16 

192±16 

142±12 

  94±8 

  26±2 

141±12 

123±10 

range 
[cm] 

 15 

 20 

 17 

 12 

   4 

 23 

   6 

6 protons and 1 pion which decays at rest 

muon: 7.1 ± 1.3 [GeV/c] 
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LNSD anomaly at CNGS ? 

 CNGS facility delivers an almost pure nm beam peaked in the 
range 10 ≤ En ≤ 30 GeV (beam associated ne about 1/2%) looking 
visually for the signature of a nmne signal.  

  Present sample: 1091 neutrino events from 2010 and 2011.  

  There are differences with respect to  LNSD experiment: 

L/En ~ 1 m/MeV at LNSD, but L/En≈36.5 m/MeV at CNGS 

En oscillation signal averages to sin2(1.27Dm2
new L /E) ~1/2 

and  <P>nm→ne ~ ½ sin2(2qnew) 

 Expected conventional nmne the same energy range and fiducial 
volumes : 

3 events due to the intrinsic νe beam contamination 

1.3 events  due to q13 oscillations: 

0.7 events of nmnt oscillations with electron production. 

 The total is therefore of 5 expected events. 
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Event simulation 

 The detection of events has been widely simulated by a very 
sophisticated Montecarlo emulation, reproducing in every detail 
the actual signals from the wire planes. The agreement between 
MC and observed events has been excellent. 

 An “electron signature” has been defined by presence of a 
single minimum ionizing relativistic electron track: 

 of sufficient length from the vertex, subsequently building 
up into a shower; very dense sampling: every 0.02 X0 !!! 

 clearly separated from other ionizing tracks near the 
vertex in at least one of the two transverse views.  

 Visibility cuts reduce the probability of identification an 
electron tracks h = 0.74 ± 0.05. In a good approximation  is 
independent of the shape of the energy spectrum. 

 The number of expected events with visible nmne is then 3.7. 
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Events in the data  
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 Two CC events have been 
observed in data sample, 
with a clearly identified 
electron signature: 

(a) total energy = 11.5 ± 1.8 
GeV, Pt = 1.8 ± 0.4 GeV/c  

(b) Total visible  energy  =  17 
GeV. Pt = 1.3 ±0.18 GeV/c 

 In both events the single 
electron shower in the 
transverse plane is clearly 
opposite to the remainder 
of the event  
 



From a single electron to a shower 

 Actual dE/dx along individual wires of the electron shower in the 
region (≥ 4.5cm from primary vertex) where the track is well 
separated from other tracks and heavily ionising nuclear prongs.  

 The dE/dx evolution from single ionising electron to shower. and 
the expected dE/dx distribution for single and double minimum 
ionising tracks are shown 
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Narrowing down LSND anomaly with the ICARUS result 
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New exclusion 
 area with ICARUS 

 The remaining effect is Dm2 ≈ 0.5 eV2 , sin2(2q) ≈ 0.005, a 
narrow region with an over-all agreement (90 % CL) between 
the present ICARUS  and KARMEN limits and the positive 
signals of LSND and MiniBooNE.   
 

P (90%) ≤ 5.4 10-3  
P (99%) ≤ 1.1 10-2  



Comparing with LSND and MiniBooNe ? 
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 Is there agreement at lower values of L/En between LSND and 
MiniBooNe ? 

  The significant additional signal recorded by MiniBooNE  at 
values of L/En ≈ 2 m/MeV is incompatible with ICARUS.  

  Combined “best value” 6 is (Dm2, sin2(2q)) = (0.5 eV2, 0.005). 
 Values 1-5 are in  

disagreement with 
ICARUS limit  

Dominant region 
of LSND signal 



A next step on sterile oscillations with the LAr -TPC 

 In order to clarify the previously indicated 
LSND/MiniBooNE surviving (Dm2 –sin2(2q)) region, the 
ICARUS LAr detector will be moved next to CERN, at a 
much shorter distances (300 m and 1.6 km) and lower 
neutrino energies. 

 This will increase the events rate, reduce the over-all 
multiplicity of the events, enlarge the angular range and 
therefore improve substantially the visual electron selection 
efficiency. 

 In absence of oscillations, apart some beam related small 
spatial corrections, the two spectra at different distances 
should a precise copy of each other, independently of the 
specific experimental event signatures and without any 
Montecarlo comparisons. 

 This will presumably permit a definitive clarification of the 
“LNSD anomaly”.   
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Basic features of the ICARUS-NESSIE experiment 

 Our proposed experiment, collecting a large amount of data 
with neutrino and antineutrino focussing and muon momentum 
determination in the NEAR and FAR positions may be able to 
give a likely definitive answer to the 4 following queries:  

the LSND/+MiniBooNe both antineutrino and neutrino              
nm  ne oscillation anomalies;  

The Gallex + Reactor oscillatory disappearance of the 
initial n-e signal, both for neutrino and antineutrinos   

an oscillatory disappearance maybe present in the n-m 
signal, so far unknown.  

Accurate comparison between neutrino and antineutrino 
related oscillatory anomalies, maybe due to CPT violation.  

 In absence of these “anomalies”, the signals of the detectors 
should be a precise copy of each other for all experimental 
signatures and without any need of Monte Carlo comparisons.  
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 Very different and clearly distinguishable patterns are 
possible, depending on the values in the (Dm2 – sin2 2q) plane. 

 The intrinsic ν-e background (5) is also shown.  

1.6 km 

1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 

LSND-like oscillations vs mass and mixing angle 



A possible expectation of LSND mass and mixing angle 
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 Our dual method, unlike LNSD and MiniBooNE, determines both 
the mass difference and the value of the mixing angle. 

 Events rates are hereby, shown both for [background] and 
[oscill.+background] at d=300 m and d=1600 m and the optimal 
“predictions” from ICARUS et al. Dm2 = 0.4 eV2, sin2(2q) = 0.01 

  For d=1600, En < 5 GeV and 4.5 1019 pot (1 y) a ne oscillation 
signal of ≈1200 events is expected above 5000 backgr. events 

T150 near detector T600 far detector 
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Comparing LSND sensitivities 

Expected sensitivity for the proposed experiment:  beam (left) 
and anti- (right) for 4.5 1019 pot (1 year) and 9.0 1019 pot (2 years) 
respectively.  LSND allowed region is fully explored in both cases. 
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The NESSIE spectrometers 
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  Two iron-core spectrometers will be placed downstream of the 
two LAr-TPC detectors to greatly complement the physics 
capabilities. Spectrometers will exploit a classical dipole 
magnetic field with iron slabs, and a new concept of air-magnet. 



Sensitivity to nm disappearance (NESSIE) 
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Present proposal 
(2+1 years) 

90% C.L. sensitivity  for 2 
years  anti- +  1 year n. 
Exclusion limits : 
 CCFR, CDHS, SciBooNE + 
MiniBooNE 
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Sensitivity to  ne disappearance anomalies 

  Oscillation sensitivity in sin2(2θnew) vs. Δm2
new distribution for  

CERN-SPS neutrino beam (1 year).  A 3% systematic uncertainty 
on energy spectrum is included. See also combined “anomalies” 
from reactor neutrino, Gallex and Sage experiments.  
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Thank you ! 
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